1st Scientific Meeting of all Working Groups (13 November 2012)

Complete address
IAE (Instituts d’Administration des Entreprises) Gustave Eiffel
Site du Mail des Mèches
Université Paris-Est Créteil
61, avenue du Général de Gaulle
94010 Créteil cedex, France
Email: boudenne@u-pec.fr
Mobile number of Abdel Boudenne: +33 6 25 29 71 75

Note that the registration deadline for the COST event is 15th October 2012. Registration is free and obligatory via the link:

http://www.inscription-facile.com/events/register/462Y30OLLNoxhYYTdorc

Access by Metro
- Take the line 8 direction “Creteil Prefecture”
- Stop at “Creteil Université” station
- Turn right at the exit of the metro station. After that, turn left and follow the building of the Faculty of Economics and Management. Pass under the second arch. You are at the IAE (gray brick building). 1 min walking distance from the metro station.
COST MP1105 Steering Group Meeting on 12 November 2012 + ENMat meeting on 14 November 2012 (only for members)

**Complete address**
Room: Keynes “2 floor”
Faculté de sciences économiques et de gestion
Université Paris-Est Créteil
61, avenue du Général De Gaulle
94010 Créteil cedex, France
Email: boudenne@u-pec.fr
Phone number of Dr. Abdel Boudenne: +33 6 25 29 71 75

**Access by Metro**
- Take the line 8 direction “Creteil Prefecture”
- Stop at “Creteil Universite” station
- Turn right at the exit of the metro station and walk **about 100 m** to the meeting place
How to get to Paris?

Arrival by air
You will touch down at one of Paris major airports, Paris-Charles de Gaulle or Paris-Orly, or perhaps at Paris-Beauvais, specializing in charter flights.
The airports are all within easy reach of three capitals. For security reasons, left-luggage services are not available at Paris’ airports.

1-Paris--Charles de Gaulle (CDG)
Information (24hrs, 7 days a week): 0 892 688 15 15 (€0.34/min) See www.adp.fr

2-Paris--Orly (ORY)
Information (6am-11.45pm, 7 days a week): 0 892 68 15 15 (€0.34/min) See www.adp.fr

3-Paris--Beauvais (BVVA)
Information (8am-10.30pm, 7 days a week): 0 892 682 0666 or 0 892 6682 073 (€0.37/min)
See www.aeroportbeauvais.com

Arrival by train
Paris can be reached by train in a matter of hours from elsewhere in France and all major European cities. All 7 stations bring you right into the heart of the city. Centrally located and each with specific destinations, they offer smooth connections with the public transport network (metro, RER, bus).
Make sure you don’t forget to validate your rail tickets by punching them in the orange machines located in the concourse and in front of the platforms.
Some stations provide left-luggage facilities: Gare du Nord, Gare de l’Est, Gare de Lyon, Gare d’Austerlitz and Gare Montparnasse. Luggage can be left for a maximum of 72 hrs and the cost, the same in all stations, ranges from €3 to just over €7 per day, depending on the size of the locker. They are available from 6.30am to 10.45pm. Warning: this service may be closed at any time for security reasons. (See www.sncf.com)

Access by Metro from Gare du Nord Station in Paris
- Take the line 4 direction “Porte d’Orléans”
- Stop at “Strasbourg Saint-Denis” station
- Take the line 8 direction “Creteil Prefecture”
- Stop at “Creteil Université” station
- Turn right at the exit of the metro station. After that, turn left and follow the building of the Faculty of Economics and Management. Pass under the second arch. You are at the IAE (gray brick building). **1 min walking distance** from the metro station.
How to find Hotel?

In order to enjoy your stay with visiting Paris by night and also in order to appreciate the several kinds of restaurants, **it is better to find a Hotel near any metro station in Paris city**. However, take into account your time of travel by metro (Travel time from Paris center to the meeting place by Metro is about 35 - 50 min). The most important for you is that your hotel will be located near one of the 14 metro lines of Paris.

- There are many different Hotels and prizes in Paris. We advise you to look at:
  
  www.booking.com
  
  www.hotels-paris.com/fr
  
  www.hotels.com

- You can also check the official website of the Paris Convention and Visitors Bureau (http://en.parisinfo.com/)

Some propositions of hotels in Creteil

**Hotel Campanile CRETEIL CENTRE *****
52 AV. DU CHEMIN DE MESLY 94000 CRETEIL
Phone : +33 1 43 39 23 15
Fax : +33 1 43 99 41 24
Hotel Central Créteil **
Rue Des Archives, Creteil, Val-de-Marne, 94000 France

Novotel Créteil Le Lac hotel ****
Rue Jean Gabin, RN 186, 94000 Creteil